Comparison of Heat Transfer Enhancement Between Magnetic and Gold Nanoparticles During HIFU Sonication

Long procedure times and collateral damage remain challenges in high-intensity focused ultrasound (HIFU) medical procedures. Magnetic nanoparticles (mNPs) and gold nanoparticles (gNPs) have the potential to reduce the acoustic intensity and/or exposure time required in these procedures. In this research, we investigated relative advantages of using gNPs and mNPs during HIFU thermal-ablation procedures. Tissue-mimicking phantoms containing embedded thermocouples (TCs) and physiologically acceptable concentrations (0.0625% and 0.125%) of gNPs were sonicated at acoustic powers of 5.2 W, 9.2 W, and 14.5 W, for 30 s. It was observed that when the concentration of gNPs was doubled from 0.0625% to 0.125%, the temperature rise increased by 80% for a power of 5.2 W. For a fixed concentration (0.0625%), the energy absorption was 1.7 times greater for mNPs than gNPs for a power of 5.2 W. Also, for the power of 14.5 W, the sonication time required to generate a lesion volume of 50 mm³ decreased by 1.4 times using mNPs, compared with gNPs, at a concentration of 0.0625%. We conclude that mNPs are more likely than gNPs to produce a thermal enhancement in HIFU ablation procedures. [DOI: 10.1115/1.4040120]

Introduction

High intensity focused ultrasound (HIFU) is a noninvasive method for treating solid tumors and metastatic disease. HIFU has been applied to treat a variety of solid malignant tumors in pancreas, liver, prostate, breast, uterine fibroids, and soft-tissue sarcomas in clinical settings [1–8]. However, several issues have been reported with the use of HIFU for the thermal ablation of deep-seated tumors. Unintended damage during HIFU procedures, such as skin burns and damage to overlying tissues, has been reported [9–12].

One strategy for reducing the adverse effects associated with high intensities and long exposure times in HIFU ablation procedures is to introduce microcapsules and nanoparticles (NPs) at the tumor site [13,14]. Sun et al. [15,16] reported the effects of PLGA-coated Fe₃O₄ microcapsules in HIFU therapy and have found enhancement in hyperthermia due to the microcapsules. However, the microcapsules used in the study are relatively large (500–850 nm). Use of such large size particles may be difficult to translate to clinical studies. In addition, the acoustic powers used for ablation in these studies are relatively high (180–250 W). Similarly, You et al. [17] performed HIFU sonication on bovine liver (ex vivo) and VX2 hepatic carcinoma in rabbits (in vivo). They reported coagulative volumes up to 400 mm³ using Fe₃O₄-PFH/PLGA nanocapsules, compared with 20 mm³ for no nanoparticles. However, the effect of different concentrations of the nanocapsules on the HIFU ablation is not reported. Further, the acoustic powers used in this study are very high (120–180 W). Such powers can cause skin burns and damage to neighboring healthy cells [10].

In a previous study, we [14] measured the HIFU-induced temperature rise using embedded thermocouples (TCs) in tissue phantoms with physiological concentrations (0%, 0.0047%, and 0.047%) of magnetic nanoparticles (mNPs). The temperature rise is determined from measurements made away from the TCs, combined with a mathematical inverse algorithm [18] to infer the heat source producing the remote temperature field. We reported that the power required to obtain a lesion volume of 13 mm³ can be halved with the use of 0.047% mNP concentration, relative to no added particles. Our initial pilot study [19] measured the HIFU induced temperature rise using embedded TCs in tissue phantoms with concentrations (0%, 1%, and 3%) of mNPs; however, concentrations used are very high and nonphysiological.

In a related study, we [20] conducted HIFU sonication in tissue phantoms embedded with 0%, 0.0625%, and 0.125% gold nanoparticles (gNPs). Using MR thermometry, we reported that for a power of 20 W, the lesion volume doubled for a concentration of 0.0625% gNP’s and tripled for a 0.125% concentration, when compared to the case of no gNPs. The temperatures obtained from the MR thermometry are known to be an average of all the temperatures within a pixel.

For comparison with the TC-based temperature rises for the mNPs, the MR thermometry measurements involving gNPs are not ideal, owing to the fact that the temperatures obtained from MR thermometry are an average of all temperatures within a pixel. In the present study, we therefore performed additional measurements with gNPs using the same procedure used to measure thermal effects of mNPs. Tissue phantoms with 0.0625% and 0.125% gNPs concentrations by volume were fabricated. Each tissue phantom was embedded with four TCs, and sonication was performed using acoustic powers of 5.2 W, 9.2 W, and 14.5 W. The temperature profiles during the heating and cooling periods were recorded at each embedded TC. An inverse algorithm [18] was used to calculate the beam location and the focal temperature rise. Lesion volumes were determined from the transient temperature values. A comparison was then made with the temperature rise and lesion-volume results from our previous studies [14], conducted using different concentrations (0.0047% and 0.047%) of mNPs. The temperature data for the 0.0625% mNPs concentration were obtained by extrapolation.

Methods

Below is an outline of the protocol for the experimental procedure. Further details of the procedure may be found in previous publications [14,20].
Fabrication of Tissue Phantoms. Two cylindrical fixtures with a length of 3 cm and inner diameter of 2.5 cm (volume ~ 15 cm³) were fabricated. Each fixture is embedded with an array of six thin-wire (Chromega-Constantine) TCs (labeled T1-T6) with the diameter of 0.003 in, arranged in three layers (Fig. 1). A 15-mL gelrite-based tissue-mimicking material (TMM) was prepared according to the protocol of King et al. [21]. In addition to the TMM components, 0.0625% and 0.125% gNPs were incorporated into the mixture. The gNP concentrations differ from the mNP concentrations because the gNP concentrations are chosen to match those of a previous study involving MR thermography [20].

Sonication Procedure. The source of the ultrasound is an H102 transducer (Sonic Concepts Inc., Bothell, WA), which has a focal length of 6.26 cm, outer diameter of 6.4 cm, and inner diameter of 2.2 cm. The transducer operating frequency is 1.025 MHz. For sonication, the beam focus was positioned in the plane of T1-T2 (Fig. 1), in such a way that T1 and T2 recorded approximately the same temperature rise for a sonication period of 10 s. The temperature rise on the full functional array, i.e., thermocouple T5, was recorded for the 30 s heating period, as well as 20 s of cooling. Thermocouple T5 suffered a malfunction and was not able to record temperature data. Three acoustic power levels were considered—5.2 W, 9.2 W, and 24 W. Sonication at each location was performed 3 times (n = 3). The temperature of the phantom prior to sonication was 24 °C.

Micro-Computed Tomography Imaging. During pouring of the TMM into the fixture, TC wires could be displaced slightly from their original position. Therefore, to determine the precise location of the TCs, high-resolution micro-CT (Inveon Multimodality System, Siemens Inc., Munich, Germany) was used to scan the tissue phantoms. The adjusted locations of the TC junctions obtained from the micro-CT were used in the inverse algorithm [18].

Beam Localization Within Thermocouple Array. To determine the focal temperature, the beam location within the TC array was ascertained using an inverse algorithm [18]. In the inverse algorithm, the coordinates of the beam focus, relative to the TC coordinates just obtained from the CT scans, are treated as unknowns. The location of the beam is adjusted until the difference between the computed temperature rise at the array nodes and experimentally measured values at those locations is minimized. The beam focus is located by the coordinates yielding the minimum error.

Focal Temperature. Once the beam location was determined using the localization procedure, it was used in a solution to the heat equation in the form of an exponential integral [18, 22], to determine the temperature at locations and times of interest. In the exponential-integral solution, the temperature as a function of time at a distance r from the beam axis is given by:

\[
T(r, t) = \frac{2\pi r^2}{2\kappa \rho c_p} \left[ E_i \left( \frac{r^2}{r_0^2} \right) - E_i \left( \frac{r^2}{r_0^2} \left( 1 + \frac{4\pi^2 t}{r_0^2} \right) \right) \right]
\]

where \(E_i(x)\) is the exponential integral

\[
E_i(x) = -\int_{-\infty}^{x} e^{-s} ds
\]

Here, \(r\) is the radial coordinate, \(r_0\) is the beam radius of the Gaussian intensity distribution, \(x\) is the absorption coefficient, which is a function of NP concentration, \(I_0\) is the intensity on the beam axis, \(\kappa\) is the thermal diffusivity, \(\rho_0\) is the density, and \(c_p\) is the specific heat of TMM. The properties of the TMM are presented in Table 1.

To calculate the focal temperature at the concentration of 0.0625% mNPs, for which temperature data are not available, a linear extrapolation of the intensity and beam radius were performed for the mNP concentrations (0%, 0.0047%, and 0.047%) presented in our previous study [14]. The extrapolated intensity and beam radius are then used in Eq. (1) to calculate the focal temperatures at the concentration of 0.0625% mNPs. Additionally, to determine the total uncertainty in the temperature estimates in this study, a 6% uncertainty was added to the standard deviation of temperature for the three trials. The 6% value was determined in a previous study by the authors [18] to be the uncertainty in temperature estimates performed using the exponential-integral technique in the focal plane. Further information can be found in our previous study [14].

Thermal Dose. The thermal dose corresponding to a temperature \(T(t)\) was calculated using the method developed by Sapareto and Dewey [23]. The thermal dose parameter is given by

\[
t_{43}(x, y, z) = \int_{t=0}^{t_{\text{final}}} R^{43-T(0)} dt
\]

Table 1 Properties of the TMM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Density, (\rho_0)</td>
<td>1040 kg/m³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absorption coefficient, (\alpha)</td>
<td>45 dB/m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific heat, (c_p)</td>
<td>4064 J/kg K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal diffusivity, (\kappa)</td>
<td>1.4 × 10⁻⁷ m²/s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
where $r_{43}$ is the thermal dose at the reference temperature of 43 °C, $t_{\text{final}}$ is the treatment (sonication + cooling) time, $T(t)$ is the temperature (in °C) as a function of time obtained experimentally at the focal location, and

$$R = \begin{cases} 0.5 & \text{if } T(t) \geq 43 ^\circ \text{C} \\ 0.25 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \quad (3)$$

For all thermal-dose calculations, a trapezoidal scheme has been used to perform the integration with a time increment of $\Delta t = 0.5$ s.

**Lesion Volume.** A lesion is defined as a volume of cells exposed to a thermal dose [24] equal to or greater than a threshold value believed to lead to cell necrosis. An initial guess of $T$ was made for assessing the radial variation of temperature and the lesion boundary at the $z$-plane. First, the radial temperature profile in the $z$-plane was obtained from Eqs. (1a) and (1b). Subsequently, the temperature was then used in Eq. (2) to determine the thermal dose in the $z$-plane. If the thermal dose was not within 3% of 240 equivalent minutes, the guess for $z$-plane was updated and the procedure repeated. The radial extent of the 240 min point was found using a similar iterative process using Eqs. (1a), (1b), and (2). The lesion volume calculation proceeded by considering each lesion section of axial length $(dz)$ to be a truncated cone of height $dz$, and base radii $r_{i,240}$ and $r_{i+1,240}$ for the $i$th section. The total volume $(V)$ is calculated by summing up the volumes of the truncated cones

$$V = \sum \frac{1}{3} \pi \left( r_{i,240}^2 + r_{i,240}r_{i+1,240} + r_{i+1,240}^2 \right) dz \quad (4)$$

Further details of the lesion volume calculation can be found in our previous study [14].

**Results**

Below, comparisons are performed between the present gNP data and the data previously acquired for different mNP concentrations (0.0047% and 0.047%); the results for the different mNP concentrations are reported in Devarakonda et al. [14]. The measured temperatures are averaged over the three trials for each acoustic power level. Results are presented as mean ± SD.

Figure 2 shows the HIFU-induced focal temperature variations with time for three mNPs (0.0047%, 0.047% and 0.0625%*; where * denotes extrapolated data) and two gNP concentrations (0.0625% and 0.125%) for three power levels (5.2 W, 9.2 W, and 14.5 W). The focal temperatures were derived using Eq. (1), as described above and in our previous studies [14]. The temperature trace for the 0.047% mNP concentration is similar to that for the 0.0625% gNP concentration at all powers. The temperature rise for the 0.0625% mNP is higher than that for the equivalent concentration of gNP’s, and at the higher powers is within 10% of the temperature rise for the 0.125% gNP concentration. As the power increases, the temperature traces become more clustered, i.e., the temperature rise is less sensitive to NP type or concentration. This is especially true for the concentrations greater than 0.0047%.

The amount of absorbed ultrasound energy for the 0.0625% mNPs and 0.125% gNPs, derived from the initial slope of the temperature trace [13], is provided in Table 2. An initial time of 2.5 s is chosen to compute the slopes. The 2.5 s time is chosen because it is long enough that the temperature rise due to ultrasound attenuation elevated above the TC noise level on the remote TCs, yet short enough that appreciable diffusion has not occurred yet [19]. The absorbed energy values in the table are normalized by the absorbed energy for the 0.0625% gNP case. As with the temperatures in Fig. 2, the absorbed energies grow closer together (ratios of initial slopes approach) as the power increases. The temperatures at the end-of-sonication time ($t = 30$ s) are plotted in

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acoustic Power (W)</th>
<th>gNPs (0.0625% and 0.125%)</th>
<th>mNPs (0.0047% and 0.047%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>0.0625% gNPs</td>
<td>0.0625% mNPs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>0.125% gNPs</td>
<td>0.047% mNPs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.5</td>
<td>0.047% gNPs</td>
<td>0.047% mNPs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 The ratio of the initial slope of the temperature trace for gNPs (0.0625% and 0.125% concentrations) and mNPs (0.0047%, 0.047%, and 0.0625% concentrations) for (a) 5.2, (b) 9.2, and (c) 14.5 W acoustic powers. The temperature rise values for 0.0625% mNPs concentration have been obtained by extrapolation (*). The sonication and the cooling periods are 30 s and 20 s, respectively.
Discussion

By placing the TCs remote from the ultrasound beam, potentially large TC artifacts [25] have been avoided. Likewise, the errors associated with positioning a narrow beam atop a TC have been avoided using the array of TCs and the optimization method. The price paid for the advantages of the present temperature measurement technique employing remote TCs is the need for precise knowledge of the TC locations. This information is acquired with CT imaging.

The improvement in sonication time, relative to the baseline 0% NPs, reduced as the power increased (Fig. 4), for both types of NPs. For example, at a power of 5.2 W, a reduction in sonication time of 4 orders of magnitude relative to the control case is observed. At the 14.5 W power, the reduction in sonication time is about a factor of 30. This reduction in thermal enhancement may be due in part to the fact that at higher powers, cell death occurs as a result of intense local absorption of ultrasound energy, rather than diffusion of heat from hotter locations. Thus, even in the absence of NPs, lesion formation becomes faster. Additionally, some of the heat generated by the NPs raises the cell temperature beyond the point of necrosis, at which point, the energy is no longer contributing to lesion formation. Thus, at higher powers, the thermal enhancement decreases, in terms of sonication time required to achieve a certain lesion volume. Still, the 30 fold reduction in sonication time at the 14.5 W power level would likely be welcome in a clinical setting.

The comparison between the mNPs and gNPs can be roughly summarized with the statement that the 0.047% mNP concentration behaved very similarly to the 0.0625%. Whether this makes the mNP’s preferable clinically depends in part on the biocompatibility and MR compatibility of the two types of NPs.

Proposed Analysis. In our previous work [26], we have reported that the HIFU absorption in media embedded with NPs depends on the thermal processes (viscous, phonon layers, and intrinsic absorption) at the interface of metal NPs and on the physical properties (such as density) of the media embedded with NPs [27–30]. The theoretical equation for temperature rise (ΔT) due to HIFU attenuation is given as

$$\Delta T = \int \frac{T_0 \beta \omega \phi A/V_m}{\rho C_d \alpha_d} \frac{P_0}{\rho_C} e^{-\alpha_d t} dt$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)$$

where $C_d$ is the heat capacity, $\beta$ is thermal expansion coefficient, $\rho$ is the density of medium with NPs, $\omega$ is the sound velocity in the medium, $\phi$ is the total attenuation, $A$ is the area of HIFU beam, $T_0$ is heat wave parameter, $V_m$ is the particle velocity, and $P_0$ is the HIFU acoustic power. Further details can be obtained from our previous study [26].
At a constant power \( P_0 \), the temperature rise is a function of several parameters including \( T_0 \), \( C_{df} \), \( \beta \), \( v_{df} \), \( \rho_{df} \), and \( \Delta x \) as reported in Eq. (5). The ultrasound velocity is 60% higher in the mNPs than the gNPs [27,31,32], which may be contributing to the increase in temperature rise due to mNPs when compared to gNPs. The density of gNPs being nearly 4 times greater than the mNPs [26] may cause the temperature rise due to gNPs to be lower than the mNPs. Similarly, other parameters such as \( T_0 \), \( \beta \), \( C_{df} \) may be contributing to the higher temperature rise in the mNPs in comparison to gNPs.

The temperature rise due to presence of NPs is because of three complex mechanisms (viscous, phonon layers, and intrinsic absorption) occurring at the interfaces of metal NPs. We have previously reported that the effect of temperature rise due to phonon layer is more than the viscous drag effect for mNPs [26]. It is expected that the temperature rise due to viscous drag is the dominating phenomenon than the phonon layer for gNPs. However, further investigation is needed to analyze the mechanism behind the temperature rise due to mNPs and gNPs.
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